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Year Six have now finished their
performances of Oliver, but are
disappointed that it is over. Everyone
performed exceptionally well, whether
they had a speaking part, were in the
chorus, or helped with props backstage.
We received standing ovations both nights
and we thank Mrs Farley for the
permission to perform, Mr Piper, his
assistant William and the backstage crew
for helping run the show, the parents for
helping with the costumes and coming to
watch, and, most importantly, Miss Walsh
and Miss Dyer for their brilliant idea to do
the show and continued support through
the auditions to the last night.
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KS2 Sports Day

EXPERIENCE SIX

A massive thank you to Miss
Bryant and her team of helpers
for another amazing
morning of fun.

As a permanent reminder of Year 6’s eventful
visit to the Houses of Parliament, on Thursday
13th July, a tree and time-capsule were buried
and planted in the grass by the staff car park.
The ceremony began with Mrs Farley and Mr
Bowditch addressing the children and parents,
before several pupils were called forward to
help bury the time-capsule and plant the tree.

Year One visit Carrymoor
Year 1 had a great time at Carrymoor,
learning all about the environment,
and managed to stay cool on a really
hot day!

We are leaving our primary school with fond
memories and even fonder friendships. We
are sad to leave our school, after being here
for the majority of our childhood, but we will
remember St John and St Francis,
#bestschoolever forever.

PTA Corner
All of Year Six would like to thank
the PTA for the stunning Farewell
Party on Thursday 20th July. We
made many memories that will
last us throughout our time at
Secondary School.

Signing off as Editor of The Monthly
Tweet, Lucy - Eagle Class
Thank you to Mrs Farley for this
opportunity, Mrs Hill and Barn Owl Class,
teachers who contributed, Emily and Ella –
Eagle Class, Isabella - Chaffinch Class and
Mrs Halley in the office for making The
Monthly Tweet such a success this year.

